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Part of a William Penn land grant, this rich farming country was given the name "Gwynedd" for the homeland
of the earliest settlers and it began as a pastoral village in agricultural Gwynedd Township. What is now Main
Street was originally an old Indian trail, and was laid out as the Great Road in It had always been an
important route to Philadelphia, and continues to serve as a connection to Routes and to the east and the
Northeastern Extension of the Pennsylvania Turnpike to the west. Its rural character was abruptly disrupted by
the building of the North Pennsylvania Railroad starting in Service from Bethlehem to Philadelphia through
North Wales began in The town quickly grew around the railroad station, with hotels and restaurants lining
Walnut Street and Main Street within walking distance. Some of the large homes at the start of the 20th
century were opened to summer guests from the city. Centennial Exhibition with President Ulysses S. Most
houses along South Main Street between Montgomery and Prospects Streets remain much as they were when
built and are lovingly maintained. The borough also features a variety of single family homes, as well as
twins, and rowhomes. Between and , Lehigh Valley Transit Company operated its Chestnut Hill Branch
trolley line, which connected North Wales to surrounding towns through service to either Philadelphia or
Allentown. The trolley ran down Main Street through the borough, but detoured onto Pennsylvania Avenue
for two blocks to enable it to cross the North Penn Railroad on a bridge. The bridge was required because the
railroad, citing safety concerns, refused to allow the trolleys to cross at the Main Street grade crossing. After
Main Street trolley service ended in , Lehigh Valley Transit high-speed trolleys continued to serve the Wales
Junction station, located on Sumneytown Pike three-quarters of a mile west of town. High-speed trolley
serviced ended in September It is the first Historic District in the North Penn boroughs. Eateries and bars
include two pizza parlors, a Tex-Mex restaurant, two cafes, two bakeries, a juice bar and a vegan restaurant.
The original elementary school from the s was located at the current site of Borough Hall. In January , the
archdiocese announced that St. Rose of Lima would merge with St. Stanislaus Parish School in Lansdale ,
with students attending classes in Lansdale. They began operating with limited hours at the new location on
January 4, , and had their grand opening in April with full hours, including Saturday. The library has also
changed its name to "North Wales Area Library" upon its move. It is part of the Montgomery County Library
System. Parks and recreation[ edit ] Weingartner Park is located at Second and Summit Streets with a large
variety of trees. There are many pathways and benches to enjoy and the park is particularly shady and breezy
during the spring and summer months. Second Street Park, located at Second Street and Prospect Avenue, is a
tennis court area open to the public seven days a week, closing at dusk. Ninth Street Park, located at Ninth and
Church Streets is a watershed runoff area designed to attract birds. There is a trail that goes through park with
footbridge over the drainage area and is a nice natural-feeling area. The clay totem poles were made by
residents. It has a brick walking path, plantings and benches.
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Other Resources Introduction The Documentary Families collections at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania
are full of manuscripts documenting the acquisition and inheritance of lands by Pennsylvania families from
the 17th to the 20th century. The following research guide provides a brief description of the land acquisition
process, a glossary of common land purchase terms, and a bibliography of helpful land resource guides. Two
of the most noteworthy Documentary Family Collections containing land records are the Lightfoot family
papers collection and the Coxe family papers collection Members of the Lightfoot family surveyed much of
the lands in Lancaster and Chester counties as deputy surveyors for the Pennsylvania Land Office; and their
records accurately document the entire land purchase process. Tench Coxe, featured in the Coxe family papers
, was also employed by the Land Office, as Secretary from to In his one year of service, Tench became a
principal figure in the complex controversy, which was not resolved until Tench also purchased large
quantities of anthracite land in Northeastern Pennsylvania, and his personal land records document the
development of the anthracite region. Along with this territory, they also inherited a land distribution system
based upon proprietary principles and an obligation to continue the practice of purchase treaties with the
Indians, which had been instituted by William Penn. The Penns encouraged rapid settlement of the colonies,
adding to their territory multiple times through land purchases in , , and , to make room for the influx of
European immigrants that continued to come to this area during their proprietary period. As proprietors, the
young Penns had absolute authority to dispose of their lands. Using the Land Office and land distribution
policies instituted by William Penn, they updated surveying procedures to accommodate as many settlers as
possible from to Two categories of land were established to reflect land settlement up to that point: Land that
had been settled under this policy was considered improved land. All other lands vacant were considered
unimproved lands. In order to regulate the settling of their lands and to retrieve payment from squatters who
settled before , the Penns further updated the application system, which consisted of a series of documents
including application, warrant, survey, and patent. These records documented the name of the person applying
for the land, the number of acres desired, county and townships in which the land was located, and an actual
drawing of the boundary lines. The Penns also appointed four proprietary agents to administer the application
process. These agents were secretary of the Land Office, surveyor general, deputy surveyor, and receiver
general, listed in the order that their services were utilized in the land surveying process. The first step in the
land purchase process, application, consisted of a brief letter from the purchaser submitted to the Land Office.
Applicants were required to provide information on the number of acres, general location desired, and reason
for the application. The applications were submitted to the secretary with the appropriate fee. The secretary
then issued warrants and orders of survey to the surveyor general to have the land in question surveyed. Under
the policies of the Commonwealth, applications became a more formalized document but content in the
applications changed little, except that land had to be specified as either improved or unimproved lands.
Applications for improved land came to be known as entries. These warrants include warrant to survey,
warrant to accept a survey, and the warrant of entry. Warrants of survey are the most common type of warrant
found in the documentary family collections. This document was granted to purchasers buying vacant
unimproved land and was prepared by the secretary after an application was submitted. In most cases,
warrants were issued to the surveyor general the same day that the application was submitted. Also stated are
the terms of sale to be met within a given period, usually six months. These conditions remained the same
under Commonwealth policies. After warrants were submitted to the surveyor general, an order to survey and
the original warrant were sent to the deputy surveyor of the county listed on the warrant. The deputy surveyor
and his crew including axmen and chainmen, completed the surveys for lands being purchased. During the
surveying process, axmen worked ahead of the surveying crew to clear trees and underbrush. Chainmen then
measured distances by running horizontal lines along the ground according to directions given them by the
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deputy surveyor, who manipulated the compass. Survey maps were usually begun at a corner of an adjoining
tract or at an obvious topographical feature. Tracts of land were measured along the ground, but corner
markers were usually emblazoned on trees, preferably hardwoods such as hickory, chestnut, or oak. Stone
piles and posts were also common land markers. Small depictions of trees or other markers are often included
on survey maps. Under the policy of the Commonwealth, the diagram was also to include depictions of all
streams, roads, railroads, canals, and a listing of township and county lines. In addition to landmarks, the
surveyor also noted all adjoining owners and vacant lands on the map. Lines belonging to adjoining tracts that
had already been surveyed were considered fixed and could not be adjusted. This information was imperative
for preparing connected warrant tract maps. Once the surveys were completed they were sent back to the
surveyor general who checked the calculations to make sure that the acreage agreed with the warrant. An
entire tract was to include six percent allowance for roads and highways, so that an acre actually included An
overplus of more than 10 percent of the land listed on the warrant was not permitted. Interpreting Indentures
The back of the document will often indicate what type of indenture it is deed, patent, mortgage, release, etc. It
may also list the names of the parties. On the front of the deed, most of the important information will be near
the top of the document. This typically includes the date, the names of the parties involved, the location of the
tract of land, and the acreage. Including them on the deeds ensured that their dower rights were transferred
with the land. The middle of the document often restates the location of the tract of land and the acreage. Any
other aspects of the property that are included in the transfer buildings, mills, messuages are typically
mentioned in this section. Payment information is usually provided as well, and if the indenture is a mortgage,
the specific terms of repayment will be stated. Deeds could be transferred to subsequent owners, and these
transfers of property are sometimes noted on the back. These transfers are official and can be considered a
separate transaction. Glossary A request for land, usually a certain amount in a particular place Brief of Title
A document tracing the history of a certain property. Briefs of title summarize information contained in deeds
and other records and may cover a very extensive period of time. Briefs of title are not official records and
could have been created by anyone interested in or associated with the property. They are not recorded in the
Commonwealth or City office.
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They did hunt the game so many of their Walking Paths were the same as the paths made by the animals that
they hunted. They went great distances to hunt, trade and war so these paths were hooked up into a system.
Then came the white man with his European ways and the paths at some places were to narrow for a horse so
they made them wider and they became the Pack Trails. So after the food was planted in the Spring, some
would pack, say from eastern Pennsylvania to western Pennsylvania, with food and tools, to clear an area for a
cabin and garden during the good months and return home for the harvest. Then the next year the whole
family would move to the new location in the Spring, plant a garden and build a Cabin etc. Now there was
conflict between the French and English and the English could not move their heavy equipment on the trails so
they widened the trails so they could move wheeled vehicles to Cannon the French Forts. These were the first
Wagon Roads into the English wild west of Pennsylvania. We must remember that the French had been there
for some time but mostly used the waterways to reach their Trading Camps and Forts. Note that in the Andes
where the Llama was used, the people had great roads for war and commerce as they did in Europe, Asia and
North Africa. It was made for a heavy load and with six horses could carry over 7 tons. The Prairie Schooner
used on the plains was much lighter. It used two to four horses and the wagon box, with the wheels removed,
was floated as a boat. Most of the information below is from the book "Indian Paths of Pennsylvania" by Paul
A W Wallace and can be found on the internet at a low price. It was known by many names and its extensions
served from Florida to Canada and the Mississippi Valley. This route continued west to the Delaware village
of Kuskuskies New Castle within the boundaries of present-day Lawrence County. The modern road which
approximates this section is U. It was the first highway built entirely with federal funds. Braddock died near
the site of Fort Necessity and was buried in the road to conceal his grave. In the remains were re-entered on a
small knoll adjacent to the road. From here the passed through Westmoreland and crossed the Allegheny River
at Freeport and settled in Armstrong and northern Butler County. Since the Cumberland Trail passed the
Catawba Trail near Uniontown and terminated at Brownsville, other travelers may have flat boated the
Monongahela to the Ohio and Allegheny rivers at Pittsburgh. Those going north from Tulpehocken called this
the Shamokin Path. From the Tupehocken Creek to Philadelphia some used an extension of the path called the
Allegheny Path Forbes Road or in earlier times the Perkiomen Path to the north passing through Reading. An
Iroquois command post controlling the movements of refugee groups of Shawnees, Tuscaroras, Conoys,
Nanticokes and others from the south. The path connected to Kittanning on the Allegheny, the largest Indians
settlement to the west before its destruction by Colonel John Armstrong in These two towns controlled most
all of the water and foot traffic in all of Pennsylvania and extended to Lake Erie and Syracuse in the north, the
Delaware in the east, the Potomac in the southeast, and the Ohio River Valley in the southwest. The road to
the east had been cleared by Colonel James Burd. However the road was nearly impassable so Colonel
Bouquet worked ahead of the advancing army to make the improvements and widen the old bridle path or cut
new paths over the hills. By November 24 the army had reached Fort Duquesne. The road was changed in
many ways. It now ran through Greensburg rather than Hannastown and took a south branch through
Wilkinsburg. These two roads were linked and this was now the main migration route from the east to the
Ohio Valley after the Revolution until the building of the Erie Canal in The Monocacy River watershed was
the site of many land surveys, claims and roads. One of these roads, approx. The actual routes are not
accurately known. Therefore there was a rather free flow of traffic between the Conewago Valley area and the
Monocacy watershed. This flow prompted the formation of mission churches at many places along the route
including Littlestown, Taneytown and many more. In and the Duke of Marlborough was assigned by Queen
Anne to transport the immigrants to England. Many of these surnames were latter found at Goshenhoppen,
PA, now called Bally. In this north-south trail followed from Baltimore in Maryland and passed through
Conewago. Some of these families moved to Westmoreland after the Revolutionary War.
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Tunnel Closed May, by cra The tunnel at the start of the trail has been closed due to falling rock. We were told
you can get to the other side by climbing over the top which we did not do. Very pretty area December, by
ericdurante This is a short but very nice section of trail. Definitely suitable for a touring or cross bike for the
whole length. Very quiet with beautiful scenery. We found this trail and thought it would be cool to walk on
this trail for a while. We did, 2 times. Great for biking and walking. No big rocks wich means cross country
skiing on this trail would be possible. The tunnel had a few drops of water falling from the rocks above. We
had our fishing gear with us so we stayed for a bit to go fishing. This trail has great access to Penns creak. So I
do reccomend this trail to anyone, and I do rate this 5 stars. Check the tunnel conditions if you want to bike on
this Neat Trail. July, by ryweston We actually started at the Coburn side of this trail. We parked at one of the
PA Fish Commission parking lot areas and rode the township road to the Coburn tunnel. We crossed Penns
Creek over a very narrow railroad bridge. We were unable to ride across because the guide rails were so tight
it rubbed the end of our handle bars. The trail itself for being privately owned in this section was in pretty nice
shape although not as nice as other trails I have been on. We rode on to the village of Engleby where the trail
gets a little more narrow but it still is rideable. We rode on to the next bridge which is no longer in existance
and we had to cross Penns Creek. Some parts of the stream were mid calf high at this point. We then rode on
to the beginning of the actual trail near Poe Paddy State Park. The Actual trail itself is very nice and well
constructed. Watch your head if you ride through the tunnel on the other side. It was pretty close for me. We
rode on to the Cherry Run parking lot where the trail ends. We did ride on out to the township road and further
out to the town of Weikert. The township road follows the old railroad bed but this part of the privately owned
section is not open to the public. Over all the main trail is very nice but if you want to extend the ride the rest
of what I have described is very neat too. I actually enjoyed the stream crossing since it was 98 degrees out the
day we went. Overall the grade is nice and it provides a great workout. The best part of the trip is defiantly the
tunnel. The trickiest part of this trail is getting to the trail head. I traveled from the west and most of the gravel
roads are still snow covered.
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Sugar maple, birch, chestnut, white pine, white oak and red maple were also common. This old-growth forest
contained rich, vibrant biodiversity, and was characterized by large trees, fallen logs, and a multi-layered
forest canopy. Predation by the native wolf Canis lupus and cougar Puma concolor kept deer populations at
naturally regulated low levels, estimated at ten deer per square mile. The understory vegetation was dense and
richly diverse. Disturbances such as tornado , blowdown, and ice storms were common events that created a
random mosaic of small openings in the forest canopy across the landscape before human beings arrived to the
North American continent. Later, Native Americans burned small areas of the understory of the forest in
locations to improve berry and oak mast production, hunting, and ease of travel. Early settlers[ edit ] European
settlers reached this area in the early 19th century. At first, trees were cut mostly to clear land for agriculture
and provide timber for cabins and barns. Soon, the first commercial water-powered mills cut small amounts of
lumber from selected pine, hemlock and large hardwoods. Tanneries that used hemlock bark as their source of
tannin for curing leather began to appear in the late s. This infant industry received a great boost by the Civil
War demand for harness, military equipment and industrial belting. By the end of the century, the tanning
industry was a major forest industry in Pennsylvania that used huge quantities of hemlock bark. The logs were
removed later and sawn into lumber products. People, moving West and in the growing cities in the East,
demanded lumber to build homes, stores and furniture. Demand for paper and other wood pulp products
increased. An eightyfold increase in coal production led to the need for more lumber for mine props , timbers,
and planks. Railroads provided convenient transportation to consumers and markets. They also opened up
extensive and previously inaccessible areas of timber with specialized locomotives such as the Shay which
could traverse steep hillsides, uneven tracks and sharp curves. All of these factors supported large sawmill and
tannery industries. The Pennsylvania Game Commission began to restore the deer herd by importing deer
from other states. A new enterprise, the wood chemical industry, changed the course of forest development.
Between and , wood chemical plants produced charcoal , methanol , acetic acid , acetate of lime and similar
products, and provided a market for virtually every size, species and quality of tree growing on the Allegheny
Plateau. Harvests during this era were the most complete ever made in the area, clearing nearly every
accessible tree of every size. The once vast forest of the Allegheny Plateau was almost completely removed,
leaving barren hillsides as far as the eye could see. Many large forest landowners in Pennsylvania and other
northeastern states simply abandoned the land and moved West in search of new forests. The land left behind
often ended up on delinquent tax rolls, prompting a financial crisis for rural counties. The bare soil and
logging slash made floods and wildfires a constant danger. The Allegheny National Forest was established in
The land was so depleted that many residents jokingly called it the "Allegheny Brush-patch". Some worried
the forest would never recover. But with low deer populations, a new forest quickly grew. This forest was
different from the previous one because conditions were now different. Shade-tolerant, long-lived trees like
hemlock and beech gave way to sun-loving, shorter-lived species like black cherry, which readily germinated
on the bare sunny ground. Cherry , red maple , black birch , and sugar maple became common species in the
understory. Today many of the Eastern National Forests are primarily second-growth and different in character
from National Forests in the West created from huge reserves of largely virgin forest. In the Allegheny
National Forest, the trees are roughly the same age because they started growing about the same time and the
Forest Service continues to manage the land through a silvicultural system known as even-aged
managementâ€”a practice very closely related to clearcutting. History after [ edit ] An old-growth forest of
hemlock and beech once stretched along northern Pennsylvania, but heavy logging between and left only
pockets of that early forest in places like Hearts Content. Since the Forest Service began to manage the
Allegheny National Forest in , a different forest of hardwood trees like black cherry that are more valuable as
a timber product was established through the use of herbicides and selective fertilizing. This weeded out the
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"undesirable" native trees while allowing the black cherry tree to thrive. The Organic Act of introduced the
National Forest mission: Watersheds are managed to ensure clear water for fisheries like trout and clean
drinking water for all. Conservation[ edit ] Over time, various laws added other benefits like wilderness,
heritage resources and grazing to the original idea of watershed protection and continuous timber. The
Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act of recognized outdoor recreation, wilderness preservation, and habitat for
wildlife and fisheries. The motto "Land of Many Uses" captures the National Forest goal of a healthy,
vigorous forest that provides wood products, watershed protection, a variety of wildlife habitats and
recreational opportunities, not only for today, but in a sustainable way so future generations can enjoy these
benefits, too. When the Allegheny National Forest was established in , the immediate challenge was nurturing
the young trees growing amongst logging slash on the recently cleared hillsides. Because of such heavy
logging and mining, wildfires, floods and erosion were a threat. With care and a general absence of overt
human interference and manipulation, the forests grew. Each stage in forest development brought different
benefits for people, wildlife and plants. Like a community, a forest is healthiest and offers the most benefits if
it contains a variety of ages and species of plants and animals. Young forests offer diverse vegetation like
seedlings, saplings, wildflowers and berries. Deer, grouse, songbirds and other wildlife thrive with the
abundant food and cover. Rapidly growing trees soak up carbon, add lots of oxygen to the atmosphere, and
protect soil. Taller trees shade streams, helping to regulate water temperature for aquatic life. By the s, the
forest began to take on an appearance familiar to us today. The older trees provide acorns, cherries, and beech
nuts for bear and turkey. Birds find sites for nests in the leafy tree crowns and plants like trillium prefer the
filtered light of the maturing forest. In the s, the Forest Service gradually resumed timber harvesting under
strict research-based guidelines to ensure sustainability for future generations. Abundant browse led to a
dramatic increase in the deer population, which peaked in the s and again in the late s. Since the mids, the deer
population has remained fairly constant, although at a level higher in many places than the forest can support.
Today the trees are mature and able to provide quality hardwood for furniture and other needs. Foresters deal
with challenges like deer, insects, disease, drought and competing vegetation such as fern through research
and careful management. A small percentage of the ANF, in select sections, will be left in its natural condition
undisturbed by logging on a permanent basis, gradually progressing toward the biologically diverse
old-growth condition. This large region of Pennsylvania remains one of the least densely populated areas east
of the Mississippi River. Forests and old growth[ edit ] Forest research[ edit ] The Forest Service also
established a research station for the Northeast in Soon, research scientists were studying complex
relationships among vegetation, animals, soil, nutrients, weather and disease. For decades, scientists have
shared both research results and management guidelines based on these results with the ANF, other public and
private landowners, and other scientists. Recreation[ edit ] Minister Creek runs A very popular hiking trail
follows the creek. During the s, recreation on the ANF focused mostly on dispersed activities like hunting and
fishing. These and other facilities became popular after World War II when newly mobile families discovered
the joys of outdoor recreation. The creation of the Allegheny Reservoir when the Kinzua Dam was completed
in brought the most dramatic change to developed recreation on the ANF. Within ten years, a tremendous
development program resulted in campgrounds, boat launches, beaches, picnic areas, hiking trails and
overlooks around the reservoir shoreline and elsewhere throughout the forest. Areas to watch wildlife Buzzard
Swamp, Little Drummer , trails for cross-country skiing and motorized recreation all-terrain vehicles,
snowmobiles and fully accessible fishing piers, trails and restrooms have been added, too. Multiple benefits,
sustainability and the future[ edit ] Today, the Forest Service carries out a variety of management and research
activities, providing multiple benefits with a strong scientific basis. Sometimes managers must designate
different locations for activities that are not compatible, such as wilderness hiking and snowmobiling. It is
difficult to actually manage forest while benefiting vegetation, wildlife, recreationists, and industry. For
example, those in the timber industry might argue harvesting timber provides wood products that we all use
and creates openings which allow sunlight to reach the forest floor to stimulate seedlings, berries and other
plants that wildlife need, thus this provides opportunities for berry pickers, birdwatchers and hunters.
Environmental and conservation groups may describe this activity as greenwashing logging practices and
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creating patches of clearcut forests that hurt forest health. The logging and road building for the logging
vehicles can pollute streams, destroy habitat, and create vectors for non-native species. Defining the way a
National Forest is to be managed can be controversial. The National Forest Management Act of required each
National Forest to implement a Forest Plan with extensive public involvement, outlining a vision for how and
where management activities will be emphasized. The revision process began in the fall of , and was expected
to be complete by early Additional parcels of the ANF are expected to be recommended to Congress for
permanent protection as wilderness areas under the Wilderness Act of as a result of the Forest Plan revision
process. As we turn toward the 21st century, forest managers, scientists and people who value National Forests
must continue to work together to care for and sustain the forest today and for the future. Conflict over oil and
gas drilling rights[ edit ] Recently a conflict has arisen in the Allegheny National Forest over mineral rights. In
the land that is now the Allegheny National Forest was purchased by the Federal Government, but the federal
government did not buy the subsurface or mineral rights of the land because of financial issues. Private
citizens currently own ninety-three percent of the subsurface land in the forest. Since the spike in oil prices
around , oil companies that own mineral rights have placed more drilling equipment in the forest. During an
out of court settlement in April , the United States Forest Service decided that the National Environmental
Policy Act will govern all oil and gas drilling in the forest. The National Environmental Policy Act will make
any oil or gas drilling in the forest subject to public judgement.
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I had viewed this gap many times before from atop the nearby mountains. As a matter of fact, if you look
south from the trailhead, you can see the clearing of Penns View located on top of Slide Mountain. This was
my first time actually hiking through the gap and I was surprised to find that I was unable to drive any further
along the banks of Penns Creek then the trailhead. After putting on my pack I started the hike by crossing an
old railroad trestle. The bridge was still in good shape and well kept. After pausing for a few minutes to enjoy
the view of the stream I headed on down the trail. Soon I came across two fisherman walking towards me. I
believe the land that the trail crossed was private lands, however posted signs were only placed on the edges of
the trail. The trail itself was left open for public use. Please respect the rights of the land owners as you hike
along this section of the trail. After a mile of hiking I was surprised to see the gap open up into a valley. I had
a beautiful view of the creek as is it flowed to the south through other gaps in the mountains. I soon realized
that I was entering the "town" of Ingleby. I am hesitant to call it a town as it is only accessible by a dirt
back-mountain road. I can see what would attract people to build here as the location was perfect and
picturesque. There were two more cabins located right here along the state forest border. Soon I was back to
the isolation of the woods with Penns Creek flowing just to my right. At two and three quarters miles the nice
rail bed that I had been hiking came to an abrupt end. At this point in the rail line there had been another
bridge crossing Penns Creek. However it was now washed out. The trail did continue onward, bearing left off
the old rail bed and following the eastern bank of Penns Creek. A quick glance at my watch indicated that I
would soon be running out of daylight, so I decided to turn around here and head back to my car. I was
surprised to find such a nice hiking trail, perfect for hikers of all ages, located just south of Coburn. If you are
looking for a nice day hike through some enchanting areas of Penns Woods, then I would highly recommend
giving this trail a try.
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